Dietary calorie restriction, DNA-repair and brain aging.
It is now well established, in many species, that dietary calorie restriction confers beneficial effects like slowing down many age dependent processes and extending the lifespan. There are indications that this phenomenon may be applicable even in non-human primates and humans. However the precise mechanism through which these effects are achieved is not known. Since decreasing DNA repair has been correlated with increasing age, information available on the effect of dietary calorie restriction on DNA repair potential in different species, including humans, is reviewed with special emphasis on brain in view of its uniqueness and the age related appearance of several neurodegenerative disorders. There is considerable evidence to indicate that calorie restriction reduces the rate of, among other things, the age dependent decrease in DNA repair potential thus leading to a better maintenance of genomic integrity. In brain also dietary calorie restriction is found to improve the activities of some enzymes supposedly involved in DNA repair. It is suggested that one of the lifespan extending mechanisms of calorie restriction may be to channel the limited energy resource available to maintain a process like DNA repair rather than towards reproductive and anabolic activities.